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Abstract—— With the growing use of mobile devices, it is a
known fact that more people use internet from mobile devices
than the conventional desktop PCs. Specifically, mobile devices
are gaining popularity and with ease of availability its usage is a
global phenomenon, creating a market and eco system of its own.
Similarly online and mobile banking facilities have made a mark
of its own, as consumers can now easily access their financial
information from anywhere in the world and commit transactions
without physically being present in financial institution of their
choice. Combining the above two technologies opens a new arena
of challenges, where a balance of functionality and security is to
be carefully considered. Using online and mobile banking systems
from mobile devices, either via browser or mobile business
application, both the consumer and the institution are required to
adopt a paradigm shift with respect to understanding the risks
and required controls to mitigate those risks. In this research we
attempted to study security issues and risks related to mobile
devices faced by the banking industry, more particularly, mobile
banking. Further, we shall look into the current trends, future
challenges and solutions available in order to secure the
communication between mobile devices and business application
and how they can be mitigated. Furthermore, we will conduct a
survey within the banking industry to understand the current
security mechanisms adopted by these institutions. Moreover,
consumer awareness, their thought process and views related to
security threats shall be studied to identify their understanding of
the risks and challenges and their comfort level while using mobile
devices for financial transactions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the mobile technology world there is an emerging
technology i.e. mobile devices, usage of these devices is
dramatically increased in the recent years. In mobile devices
there are different operating systems used which are Android,
iOS, Symbian Nokia and Windows operating systems. The
mobile devices are used in both private and corporate areas and
its security becoming the main concern as the mobile device
users are performing, accessing and managing different task
such as communication with friends and family, managing
bank account, accessing business or work related
sensitive/critical data or information. As the sensitive and
critical information are being accessed from the mobile devices,

this makes it more vulnerable to security threats and attractive
target for attackers.

The online and mobile banking is from where user can manage
bank accounts and perform transactions by using business
application, web or SMS. In online banking, users are given
access to their personal critical financial data, making security
a prime area of concern. To provide secure communication and
to protect the critical data and information enabled many
banking industries to rethink about their current security
mechanism due to mobile device mobile nature.

This paper will provide an overview of current security issues
and risk faced by the banking industry in online and mobile
banking from mobile devices. Further, we will also study the
solutions available in order to secure the mobile devices
communication and how the risks can be mitigated. In this
paper we will perform survey research in order to acquire
information from banks about their current security mechanism
to secure the online banking communication, Moreover, we
will also perform survey to acquire information from users
about the security concerns and how much they are aware
about the online banking and mobile devices security issues
and risk.

II. PROBLEM DOMAIN

As the usage of mobile devices and internet increases day
by day, the risk related to the mobile devices and internet are
also increasing.

In this paper, we have focused to aware the user about the
online and mobile banking risk if it is used in mobile devices.
The purpose of this research is to analyze that, are both the
consumers and financial institutions have understood, analyzed
and sufficiently mitigated the risks that have evolved with new
technologies used to access critical financial data.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

“Are user aware from the risks of online and mobile banking
while using it on mobile devices?”
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IV. RELATED WORK

There are many researches related to this work have already
been conducted and there are more to come as this topic is
related to the emerging technologies that how can we securely
access our critical financial information and perform
transaction through mobile devices. In this paper we have
studied all the mentioned papers and then have compared the
different mechanism and measures to securely use online
banking through mobile devices. Further, we have compared
their analysis and local banks survey that are providing online
banking services in order to provide the awareness to users and
point out best possible solution for securing the critical
financial data.

V. INTRODUCTION TO MOBILE BANKING, ONLINE BANKING AND

MOBILE DEVICES

A. MOBILE BANKING AND ONLINE BANKING

Mobile banking allows the people to perform financial
transaction through mobile devices by the use of special client
programs or applications, SMS and mobile web. Mobile
banking provides various types of services to customers that
include checking account, payments, deposits, withdrawals and
transfers. In earliest days mobile banking services are offered
through SMS which was called as SMS banking. But in today’s
world introduction of smart phones and devices make the
mobile banking a significant amount of boost. Some banks
nowadays provide different applications that are compatible
with different versions of operating system of mobile devices.

Whereas, online banking is same as mobile banking but it
allows the customer to perform financial transactions through a
secure website (browser based) and can be called as virtual
banking. In order to access the services of online banking
customer should have to register itself with the internet
banking website with login credentials. Further, online banking
provides almost same services as per mobile banking.

But in today’s world, the introduction of smart devices like
smart phone and tablets that provides almost same functionality
as desktop PC’s or laptops which narrowed the online or
internet banking and mobile banking difference as the users
can access their internet banking account through their smart
devices.

B. MOBILE DEVICES

Mobile devices in modern world are multi-functional
devices capable of performing multiple tasks at a time and
handle various range of applications for business, education,
entertainment and etc. In mobile devices evolution smart
phones and tablets is the most significant growing category
through which people can access the internet and perform
different task like accessing email, instant messaging, web
browsing or even office documents. The mobile devices help
the people to synchronize with their personal computers in
order to exchange the information. The most critical part which
questions the security of mobile devices that they are being
using for the critical financial and corporate date and its usage
is increasing day by day due its mobility and convenience
nature. The users are performing financial transactions through
their mobile devices and save the critical corporate data in their
mobile devices.

There are many types of mobile devices which uses different
types of operating system and every operating system have
their unique functions. Following are the types of mobile
devices and types of operating system.

C. TYPES OF MOBILE DEVICES:

There are many types of mobile devices but some major
types are as follows:

 PDA (Personal Digital Assistant);
 Smart phones; and
 Tablet.

D. TYPES OF OPERATING SYSTEM:

Following are the types of operating system using in mobile
devices:

 Symbian OS;
 Windows Mobile;
 Android;
 iOS; and etc.

VI. SECURITY RISK AND ISSUES OF MOBILE DEVICES

In today’s world mobile devices gain the popularity and
capture the electronic market and its usage is increasing
dramatically. People can now use mobile devices for
communication, entertainment, office work, shopping, banking
and etc.

As the usage of mobile devices increases so as its risk are
increasing due to the significant changes in the nature of
mobile devices. There are many types of risk associated with
the mobile devices but the main risk which we have
highlighted and discussed here is data loss and data theft as the
mobile devices are using for financial transactions contains
very critical data and information which can be used by a
hacker.

Many researchers have found out that people are bypassing
the iPhone and android security admin restrictions which
allowed the user to install the unofficial firmware and software
which leads to malicious software running on that mobile
device this is a major risk involved with the mobile devices
nowadays which causes mobile devices damaged and corrupted.
Further, portable nature of mobile devices causes many issues
as the users are accessing their critical data and information
related to finance or business without the limitation of location
which leads to physical issues which are loss or snatch of
mobile devices. The mobile devices are capable to secure the
information or encrypt them but the unaware user does not
implement any type of security measure in order to protect the
critical information contain in the mobile device which causes
mobile devices more vulnerable for data loss and theft.
Moreover, mobile devices are susceptible to spamming,
electronic tracking, cloning and etc.

There is also another and the most critical risk and issue in
the mobile device is the communication medium as the mobile
devices uses Wi-Fi technology to connect with the internet and
exchange the information which can be easily hacked by
publicly available tool as the mobile devices are less secure
than the traditional PC’s. The most common and famous attack
which is called ‘Man in the Middle’ attack can be used in order
to hack the mobile device.
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So in order to protect the mobile devices from the
highlighted risk and threats mobile devices users should be
educated and aware about the security concerns in order to
protect the critical data and information from going into wrong
hands.

VII. RISK AND SECURITY CHALLENGES IN ONLINE AND

MOBILE BANKING

Online banking was introduced in mid of 90’s when internet
popularity was increases and it was spreading rapidly all
around the globe. Now, mobile banking is introduced which
uses applications for banking purpose like check account
balance, account transfer, perform transactions on mobile
devices (iPhone, Blackberry, Android and etc.)

Many researches have been done on online and mobile
banking risk in order to aware the user who are using these
services but threat and risk always remain as the mobile
devices nature is gradually changes. Due to rapidly change in
the nature of mobile devices it is really difficult to educate the
user as the technology is improving more and more risk and
threats are increasing. However, many researchers concluded
that the mobile banking is much more secured than the online
banking as the mobile banking uses specific type of secure
application as compared to the normal web browser.

There are many risks associated with online banking some
of them are communication risks, client authentications, human
factor and etc. Hackers can use many ways to hack the current
online banking system like botnets, phishing, Trojan and etc.
As per the internet crime report the internet crimes are not
limited online banking it can effect client-server internet
applications. The most emerging attacks nowadays are through
the web browsers by the use of Trojan viruses. The attacker can
easily hack the system if proper security measures are not taken
like antivirus, antispyware, firewall and etc.

The financial institutions should be aware from the mobile
banking risk in order to secure it from the threats which may
affect mobile banking services. Cloning is the most significant
threat which gives hacker to access the victim’s financial
accounts. The other risk in mobile banking is malware which
came by installing unofficial application and software from
third party which can compromise the confidentiality, integrity
and availability of the victim’s critical data. Further, malicious
code came with the software can also create a backdoor causes
financial damage and through phishing, hacker can trick the
victim and get the account information or force them to
download some application through email contains malicious
code or malware.

VIII. SOLUTIONS FOR ONLINE AND MOBILE BANKING

SECURITY RISK AND ISSUES AS PER INTERNATIONAL

BANKING SECTORS

In order to secure the above mentioned security issues and
risk many solutions have been introduced by researchers and
IT security organizations in order to secure the online and
mobile banking. Following are some of the security
mechanisms and measures discussed below:

 Analyze the business reports and transaction trends;
 Uses alerts and notifications through which user

updated about the transactions through email, SMS,

voice or internet and etc. with transaction time, date
and location;

 PIN codes, user name and passwords;
 Encrypting the mobile device;
 More robust communication encryptions;
 User awareness;
 More secure network infrastructure like firewall, IDS,

IPS, DLP and etc. (Defense in depth);
 Introduction of antivirus and anti-spyware tools in

mobile devices;
 Certificate verification or digital signatures;
 Multi-factor authentication;
 Device identification;
 Exception reports;
 More secured mobile banking application and etc.

The different IT security organizations also introduced their
security suite in order to provide more secure environment for
online and mobile banking.

IX. CONCLUSION

After studying the general risk of mobile devices and
compare the risk of online and mobile banking, we have
concluded that mobile devices are not secure enough as
compared to traditional PC’s. Mobile banking is the future of
banking as it uses secure application rather than web browser
so in order to use the mobile devices for online banking
customer should have to use mobile banking instead of online
banking service.

Further, after conducting the survey at local banks and
mobile devices users we have noticed many things like, first
mobile banking application is not fully introduced yet in
Pakistan. Moreover, users are not aware of the issues about the
mobile devices and online banking. So in order to secure the
critical data and information users should be aware and banks
should conduct some awareness program locally in order to
secure educate the user about how can user securely access
their account and critical information.

My conclusion of this research is that mobile banking
applications should be launched by the banks at Pakistan as it
is more secure method due to its unique nature of application
which makes it difficult for attacker to use general attack
methods of web browsing. Further, the numbers of mobile
devices users on online banking are increasing who are not
aware of the issues of online banking which may cause critical
data and information might be lost which in the end leads to or
affects the bank’s reputational risk.
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